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HD Sound Experts.

To learn more about Olive, visit us at: WWW.OLIVEHD.COM
We aim to offer exceptional sound quality along with all the benefits of digital technology. With Olive, you will enjoy music like never before.

Oliver Bergmann
Founder and CEO
Olive Media, Inc.
Amazing sound. Plenty of choices.
Olive offers a full range of award-winning HD Music Servers ranging from entry level to audiophile quality. And, thanks to the Olive O2M multi-room player, you can also extend your music enjoyment to any room of the house.

O6HD
Audiophile quality.
The Olive O6HD is the most advanced Music Server we have ever made. Designed for people who do not compromise, the O6HD features a fully balanced differential DAC, a large 10.1" color touch screen, and many other amazing features.

O4HD
Excellent performance.
This one sets the standard. The O4HD turns your stereo instantly into a high performance HD music system with incredible HD sound and access to thousands of free internet radio stations from around the world. Better sound, bigger capacity (6,000 CDs) and more features than any product in its class.

O3HD
Amazing value.
The perfect entry into the spectacular world of HD music. The O3HD Music Server is extremely simple to install and a pleasure to use thanks to the intuitive color touch screen. Delivers up to 1,500 of your favorite CDs (or 5,000 HD tracks) directly to your stereo system. At a remarkable price.

O2M
Multi-Room player.
The Olive O2M Multi-Room Player brings your music to any room in your house—up to 15 rooms at the same time! Features Olive’s great touch-screen interface, plus wireless or wired connectivity, and Olive’s revolutionary internet radio. Plays music from your PC or Mac, too!

Make your music sound great. Even the bad one.
Olive HD music servers support full HD music playback up to 24-bit/192kHz. Don’t have HD music yet? Olive’s proprietary HD SoundScaler™ combines cutting-edge up-/oversampling with sophisticated noise-shaping technologies. Now all your music sounds great, even MP3 and AAC.

“The Olive makes even lossy music like MP3 sound great.”
Stereoplay
Germany

OLIVE HD MUSIC SERVERS

WHOLE HOUSE AUDIO
**Easy to use. A pleasure to enjoy.**
In order to deliver exceptional sound, our technology is extremely complex and sophisticated. At the same time, we are committed to offering our customers the most convenience and simplicity possible. That’s why we strive to make our systems easy to install, super simple to use and a pleasure to enjoy.

**Touch screen technology**
All of Olive’s products feature our revolutionary touch screen technology, enabling you to access and play your music with the touch of a finger. Our wide-aspect color LCDs feature high resolution, contrast and brightness to present your music collection in vivid clarity. Your music looks better than ever!

**Storage for your music library.**
Our HD Music Servers allow you to take all of the music on your CDs and store it directly at your stereo system. This way, your music is always easily accessible, plus it is safe from viruses and malware —while eliminating any of those pesky network streaming hiccups that make enjoying your music a lot less...enjoyable!

**Simple network integration. No longer an oxymoron.**
All of our systems are easy to install. Take the Olive O4HD as an example. The O4HD features both 802.11n WiFi and Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, and it supports all major encryption modes and protocols. A simple network wizard analyzes your settings and gets you connected in a few quick steps. No custom installer required.

**Intuitive interface**
Our user experience engineers have spent countless of hours developing a user interface that is intuitive, easy to read, and also quite elegant. Your music will never look better or be easier to enjoy.

“**iPod-style convenience and optimum quality!**”
The Sunday Morning Herald
Australia

---

**“iPod-style convenience and optimum quality!”**
The Sunday Morning Herald
Australia
The Olive O6HD is the first music server to combine the convenience of digital music with an audiophile sonic performance. Thanks to a state-of-the-art differential DAC along with a dedicated linear power supply for the analog output stage, the O6HD delivers a warm, full-bodied, and spacious sound with an exceptionally realistic soundstage. A sound so lively and clear, you’ll want to reach out and touch the performers!

Olive O6HD
The world’s first HD Music Server designed specifically for audiophiles.

“The O6HD flagship knocks you off your feet! The perfect symbiosis between sound, design and technology.”

“High quality sound, design and user comfort.”

einsnull
Germany

Plus X Award
Germany
Olive O6HD
Designed for Audiophiles

“Put simply, damned good, musically natural sound!”

The absolute sound
USA

Fully balanced differential DAC design.
At the heart of the O6HD is a fully balanced differential DAC design with only the finest audio components available today. From Burr-Brown 24-bit PCM1792 DACs to ultra-low jitter master clock and high-end sample rate converter, every single detail has been tuned for high-performance, audiophile quality.

20,000 HD tracks. Each just a touch away.
The new O6HD turns your music collection into a whole new experience and takes your appreciation to an extraordinary new level. Simply insert a CD, push the record button and your CD is automatically copied to the ultra-quiet 2TB hard drive. Load up to 6,000 in their original quality, each tagged with all important album information and cover art. The O6HD also instantly organizes your music and allows easy access with Olive’s revolutionary touch-screen navigation. Browsing your music library has never been this much fun.

True beauty is more than skin deep.
The Olive O6HD sounds amazing—and we’re proud of that. However, we can’t deny that we’re also extremely proud of how good it looks. With its elegant aluminum enclosure, polished frame and distinctive design details, it’s quite the conversation starter. The angled front of the O6HD is a result of user studies showing that on-device operation is significantly improved with better accessibility to buttons and screen.

High-precision linear power supply.
One more reason the sound quality is so amazing!
- Separate supplies for analog and digital components
- High-performance AC line filter (ultra-high noise attenuation at close to 80db)
- Custom-built toroidal transformer
- Ultra-low noise linear regulators (two stages of regulation, dedicated linear regulator for the clock generator)
- Passive cooling concept without fan

20,000 HD tracks. Each just a touch away.
What you are paying for is superb sound, sensible design and marked flexibility.”

Home Entertainment Buyers Guide
Australia
Olive O4HD
Exceptional HD Sound

“The gold standard for HD music.”

The Olive O4HD is the most reviewed and awarded music server today, and the first one to be engineered for true HD sound. To achieve its outstanding sonic performance every single detail has been optimized towards this one goal. Its audio circuitry is centered around the leading Burr-Brown DAC from Texas Instruments. Its power-efficient design allows an innovative fan-less cooling. And its fine aluminum enclosure eliminates resonances and operational noise. Your music has never sounded so good.

Holds all your music. And all your future favorites.
At Olive we think lossless is more. That is why the Olive O4HD features an enormous 2TB hard drive that stores up to 6,000 CDs in original quality, or 20,000 HD tracks. You will never have to compromise quality for the sake of quantity. There will always be plenty of room left for adding and enjoying the music you want.

Connects to everything. Even to power.
When it comes to flexibility the O4HD knows no limits. The high end DAC features a full arsenal of analog and digital outputs to your stereo system, as well as a digital input so you can use its superior sonic performance for other sources. It connects to your TV via HDMI and integrates into your network via high-speed wireless or wired connection. An input for an external IR receiver allows you to use the infrared remote control even if the O4HD is out of sight.

“Superb hi-fi sound quality!”

WHAT HI-FI, 5 stars!
UK
Olive O3HD
HD Sound. Great Value.

“Remarkably capable when you consider what it offers at its bargain-basement price.”
Hi-Fi Choice
UK

Easy to set up and go.
No PC required. No software installation, no network setup, no hassle. The Olive O3HD is as simple as unpack, plug and play. And the color touch screen? A delight to use.

Engineered purely for music.
The O3HD navigation interface was developed with only music in mind. Each music genre is color-coded for easy recognition. Each play-screen adapts to show only genre-relevant information. Organizing and browsing your music collection is now officially fun!

Stores up to 1,500 CDs.
Recognizes 2.7 million.
Why compromise your listening pleasure with compressed MP3s? The O3HD is designed for people who collect music and care to hear it in original quality. The built-in CD database recognizes more than 2.7 million CDs. When you insert your CD, the O3HD automatically recognizes, labels and imports your CDs at the touch of a button. Each one conveniently categorized by genre, artist, composer, album and track. The Olive O3HD stores up to 1,500 CDs, or 5,000 tracks in HD quality. With more than 250 times the resolution of CDs, you’ll hear the HD difference immediately.

Solid metal enclosure with elegant silk-screen.
Analog Audio Outputs (1x RCA)
Wired Connectivity: Gigabit Ethernet (10/100/1000Mbps)
USB 1.1/2.0
Olive O2M
Multi-Room Player

“Wired or wireless, it’s all good.”

Olive O2M Multi-Room Player gives you the flexibility to set it up anywhere within your home. If your house is pre-wired, the O2M can use its ultra-fast Gigabit Ethernet connection to stream music throughout your home.

Sleep & wake up in style.
The Olive O2M Multi-Room Player now features an amazingly useful Sleep/Wake function. Pick your playlist and snooze (or wake up) to music you know you’re going to love!

Got a ton of music already on your PC? No problem!
Bring on the music. The O2M also plays music from any PC, Mac or NAS that shares its music library in the network*. So you can enjoy the intuitive interface of the Olive O2M to browse and play all your music.

A song for everywhere you want to be.
The O2M Multi-Room Player is the perfect companion to your Olive HD Music Server. Add one to each location, play different selections in every room, save each and every playlist. You can even access them all from anywhere within your home!

PC World
USA

Wired Connectivity
Gigabit Ethernet

Analog Audio Outputs (1x RCA)
Digital Audio Outputs (1x Optical, 1x Coaxial)

Wireless Connectivity
(802.11g)

USB 1.1/2.0

Audio Outputs

* Music must be shared via UPnP compatible software. Currently TwonkyMedia and Tversity are supported. Please call for details.
Olive App and Internet Radio. Both free.
Turn your Apple iPhone™, iPod Touch™, iPad™ or Android based phone/tablet into a touch-screen remote control and enjoy radio from around the world.

Control any Olive device in your home.
Automatically search and find any Olive device in your network and list it for a convenient one-touch selection.

Browse thousands of albums in seconds.
Instantly find the right music with a flick of the finger. Or enjoy the music of the world with Olive’s revolutionary internet radio.

Create playlists.
Or shuffle the deck.
Create a playlist with just a few easy touches. Simply turn on shuffle and let the music and the memories take over.

Get the very best of internet radio stations from around the world.
Not all internet radios are created equal. Olive uses its own proprietary internet radio database that cleverly categorizes thousands of stations. Plus, all the stations are pre-evaluated for quality reception by Olive so you’re guaranteed to get all relevant information and only stations that work.

Hand selected stations: quality beats quantity.
Guided by our customers along with a select panel of audio experts, we picked the best radio stations from around the world. With clear and concise information about each station you’ll find what you’re looking for quickly and easily, and see it big and bright on our crystal clear LCD display.

Smart categorization lets you easily find the music you like.
And new music you’ll love. Olive World Radio literally puts it all at your fingertips. Simply select the region, language, genre, quality or a combination of those attributes, and you’ll quickly get to a selection you will enjoy. Or be adventurous and browse your way to something new and amazing.

Free and upgradeable!
No monthly subscription required.
Why pay a monthly fee for something that is free? We have redesigned internet radio so you can enjoy it any time and any way you want it. A favorite station missing from our list? You can always enter it yourself or simply ask us to put it into our database. Join the Olive club and hear the world!

“The Olive sounded absolutely superb!”
Home Entertainment
USA